ADDITIONAL DATA FILE 3 – SUBGROUP ANALYSIS OF RESULTS BY RESEARCH BACKGROUND AND SPECIALTY

Radiology

AP hip Xray opinion by Research Background

FAI view radiograph: opinion by Research Background

1.5T MRI: opinion by Research Background

3T MRI: opinion by Research Background

7T MRI: opinion by Research Background

AP hip Xray opinion by Specialty

FAI view radiograph: opinion by Specialty

1.5T MRI: opinion by Specialty

3T MRI: opinion by Specialty

7T MRI: opinion by Specialty

- Strongly disagree
- Disagree
- Uncertain
- Agree
- Strongly agree
PROMs

2T* mapping: opinion by Research Background

2T* mapping: opinion by Specialty

MRA: opinion by Research Background

MRA: opinion by Specialty

CT scan: opinion by Research Background

CT scan: opinion by Specialty

WOMAC opinion by Research Background

WOMAC opinion by Specialty

OHS opinion by Research Background

OHS opinion by Specialty
Blood Test
Examination

Range of movement of other lower limb joints: opinion by Research Background

Muscle symmetry in lower limb: opinion by Research Background

Flexibility in lower limb: opinion by Research Background

Pelvic stability: opinion by Research Background

Range of movement of other lower limb joints: opinion by Specialty

Muscle symmetry in lower limb: opinion by Specialty

Flexibility in lower limb: opinion by Specialty

Pelvic stability: opinion by Specialty